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Israel, Egypt to sign peace accord today
JERUSALEM (API
Israel and
Egypt reached a compromise
agreement yesterday calling for a
phased pullh.uk of Israeli forces from
the Suez Canal in exchange for
limitation of Egyptian military
strength on the waterway's east bank
The accord, worked out by U.S.
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger in a week of shuttling
between the two October war foes, will
be signed at noon today at Kilometer
101 on the Cairo-Suez road bv the
Israeli and Egyptian military
commanders
Abba Eban. the Israeli foreign
minister, told a news conference that
Kissinger had worked out the final

details with Egypt and Israel from
here earlier in the day and that there is
no longer any need for further
negotiation about disengagement at
the Geneva peace conference.
Implementation of military details
will be handled by the commanders at
Kilometer 101.
BOTH EBAN and Yigal Allon. the
deputy premier who spoke to the nation
on television, did not disclose more
than the bare outline of the pact
Significantly. Allon said that through
Kissinger the two countries had also
reached oral understandings
Similar announcements of
the
disengagement agreement were made

in Egypt and by President Nixon in
Washington
Eban said he hoped it would mark a
turning point, a first initial, but
nevertheless important step on the
road toward peace in the Middle
East "
Eban said Israel was prepared to
hold disengagement talks with Syria,
its other major opponent in the
October war Kissinger plans to fly to
Damascus on Sunday in a bid to
persuade the Syrians to join the moves
toward a settlement.
ALLON.
WHO replaced ailing
Premier Golda Meir as chief Israeli
negotiator with Kissinger, said he

could not give details of the pact But
from his television remarks, these
points emerged
-Israel will withdraw "a reasonable
distance" east of the 103-mile canal,
giving up both the southwest shore it
captured in the October fighting and
the eastern bank it took in the 1967 war
-A United Nations peace force will
form a wedge separating the two sides
-Israel expects the agreement to be
implemented "in a fair number of
weeks, not months "
-Allon implied this would not be
Israel's final withdrawal in Sinai and
"we will not create a long-term status
quo" out of disengagement The
agreement would preface more
withdrawals in the framework of a
peace treaty, he indicated
The statement said so. but it is

known here that disengagement
envisages an Israeli withdrawal to the
Mitla and Gidi Passes. 18 to 30 miles
east of the canal, where the strategic
Sinai highlands begin
THE ISRAELIS wanted Egypt to
remove heavy weapons from its front
line Allon and Eban declined to say to
what extent Egypt agreed with this but
Eban disclosed that the compromise
finally accepted was proposed by
Kissinger
"The agreement does not give either
side an advantage over the other."
Allon said "The conditions are good,
maybe not excellent but very good "
Allon said that under the new
agreement the chances of renewed war
would shrink Egypt could not attack
without harming the IN lone II
Cairo ordered the force to leave, it

would be a warning to Israel that would
rule out a surprise attack, he added
The I' N. force would deter
incidental outbreaks of fighting."
while the new deployment of forces
would prevent both sides from "a
surprise attack or a war of attrition."
he declared
Allen's remarks seemed unusually
conciliatory toward Egypt He said he
was sure Cairo would not concentrate
on "economic and social problems"
caused by the war, and refrain from
attacking Israel
Allon said Israel would withdraw to
"shortened truce lines, leaning on
shorter supply lines enabling Israel to
release a large number of its reserve
troops

Chancellor seeks views
on 2 calendar options

Uncanny

GaUw WNUqnw of AutWn, T»»o», soberly return* beer cant to a local distributor
who pays cash for all that aluminum. An old whoolchair servei as hit bicycle
hitch. (APwirophoto)

Dolph Norton. Chancellor of the Ohio
Board of Regents, has asked the
University for its reaction to a
proposal for two calendar options at
state-supported colleges
Provost
Kenneth W.
Rothe
Wednesday told Academic Council the
Chancellor is toying with the idea of
allowing schools to choose between the
quarter system and an early-in earlyout semester system. The Chancellor
wants a report from state universities
explaining their student and faculty
Interest in both systems and whether
or not the option would increase or cut
operating costs.
l)r Hothe told council the Chancellor
would like the information within 10
days
DR. ROTHE YESTERDAY said
Miami University raised the calendar

question about two months ago The
suggestion has received the support of
this University and Ohio University.
University.
The Provost said that while the
University seems interested in
returning to the semester system, he is
not ready to make a statement
supporting the plan
He said Wednesday he wanted to poll
the faculty and asked Student Body
Organization iSBOi President Bill
Arnold, senior (A&Si. to survey
students about which system they
prefer
Arnold yesterday said he would poll
at least 1.000 students He is meeting
today with Dr George Herman, vice
provost for faculty affairs, to work out
the sin ny's detail
Arnold said he would like to include
arguments lor and against bolh

Roadblocks impede legal aid clinic
By Man i.i Shaner
Staff Reporter
The Student Body Organization
iSBOi is studying the possibility of
establishing a legal aid clinic at the
University, but has run into legal
roadblocks
Two decisions by the state attorney
general have said it is illegal to use
state funds to finance a legal aid clinic
or hire a legal advisor for University
students.
In September 1971 Attorney General
William J Brown ruled that Ohio
University could not use state funds to
finance "an office of student defender
at a state university."
State funds include money alloted
from the student's general fee as well
as money allocated to the University
from the state." Dr. Eakin. vice
provost for student affairs, said
yesterday
IN APRIL 1973 Kent State University
iKSUl asked the attorney general's
opinion on the legality of expanding its
Legal Aid Clinic
The syllabus of the opinion read
"Public funds may not be used to
finance a legal aid clinic at a state

university staffed by a private attorney
whose duties will be, primarily, to
counsel those students who seek his
advise as to their legal rights either
against those outside the university, or
as against the university or members
of the university community "
As a result. KSUs Legal Aid Clinic
was closed last April "As far as I
know, only one stale university in Ohio
has a legal aid clinic now. and that one
iat the University of Akron), is not
actually university affiliated." Or
Eakin said
The Legal Aids Clinic at the
University of Akron was established in
1972 by joint efforts of the Associated
Student
Government
and
Consciousness IV, an independent
student corporation, after overcoming
many obstacles
Bill Arnold, senior 1A&S1 and SBO
president, said private funds in the
form of voluntary contributions from
students at the University of Akron
were used to finance its clinic

submit to Dr
Eakin's office
concerning ways of establishing a legal
advising service for University
students.
Dr Eakin said he and Anold have
been looking into legal problems of
providing legal advice to students
Investigations of the possibilities
have turned up many road blocks,
mostly due to the attorney general's
decisions," he said
"At the moment the impossibilities
outweigh the possibilities." he added
"Given these decisions it appears the
best solution to the problem would be
to establish a program through private
funds "
Dr Eakin said he is unaware of any
funds in the private sector of the
community that are available for such
a project.
' Right now it is not really a matter
of whether or not the money is
available, it is more a matter of what
we can legally do to provide such a
service." he said

ARNOLD will visit the Akron
campus next Kriday to learn more
about how the clinic was established
and what functions it serves He said
he plans to formulate a proposal to

THE DEAN of the University of
Toledo's (TU) law school is
investigating the alternative of staffing
the legal aid clinic with TU law
students. Dr. Eakin said "I talked

with the dean about using this type of
experience as an intern situation for
some law students."
However, there are problems with
hiring law students Dr Eakin said a
problem arises in defining "legal
advice" as opposed to "practicing
law "
"It is illegal to practice law in the
state of Ohio without being licensed, so
we have to be careful about providing
legal advice through any one but a
qualified attorney." he explained.
He said providing legal counseling by
an attorney hired by an office of the
University appears to be legal but only
if the attorney was not hired primarily
to give legal aid.
"If the attorney was on my staff and
had major duties other than providing
legal advice, counseling students on
legal problems only on an incidental
basis, then it would appear to be
legal," Dr Eakin said

Society to see if services might be
available to University students
He said the demand for legal advice
has been growing "Interest has been
increasing over the years I think our
whole society is becoming more legaloriented, he said
"Now that the legal age has been
lowered to 18, students at the
University can sue and be sued. They
want to know what their rights and
responsibilities are," he said.

systems in the questionnaire He said
he thinks most students haven't
thought too much about what calendar
system they prefer
DR. ROTHE SAID a major concern
behind the calendar option is ease of
transfer from one school to another
He said the limited option requires all
institutions to complete their first
term before Christmas
Students
wishing to transfer then would not face
first semester exams after Christmas
since stale schools would be required
to begin (heir second term at the end of
Christmas vacation
The calendar option would not
reoulrn .ill schools to start on the same
date
However
the
semester quarter
option would eliminate translerring
from ,i semester system to a quarter
system ll Ihe beginning of spring
quarter
An Academic Council Committee
last year investigated national and
statewide calendar trends. The
committee, chaired by Dr. Jerry
Stretchier, professor of industrial
education, found the national trend is
to the early-in early-out semester
system.
"Apparently the Chancellor has
noted similar trends," said Dr.
Streichler He added that information
from a survey conducted by Dr.
Michael Doherty. professor of psychology, indicated faculty preference
for the semester system
Dr. Hothe said the Chancellor has
not stated he would make the calendar
option available However, the Provost
expects a decision in the near future.

HOWEVER, no legally qualified
person is a member of Dr Eakin's
staff
Dr. Eakin said he is investigating
other methods of providing legal aid to
students. He. is checking into the
functions of the Toledo Legal Aid

Instructors to receive apologies

Rothe misconstrues survey
About 200 University instructors will
receive letters from Provost Kenneth
W. Rothe apologizing for the misconceptions concerning a survey on
class meetings taken Nov 19-20
The survey, conducted through the
Provost's office, was taken to
determine which instructors did not
hold classes two days before
Thanksgiving break.

Weather
Mostly cloudy today and tonight
with a chance of showers. High
today In the upper 30s tod low 40s.
Low tonight In the low to mid 30s.
Cloudy tomorrow with a chance of
mow Harries. High In the Ml.
Probability of precipitation M per
cent today and tonight.

He said he previously received
questions from students, faculty and
Academic Council on how the situation
would be handled
IN A MEMORANDUM dated Nov 14
to the college deans and department
chairmen. Dr. Rothe said classes
would officially be dismissed
Wednesday. Nov. 21, at 8 am and that
he expected a full report from each
department on which classes were
canceled or did not meet Nov. 19-20.
The survey found 202 instructors did
not hold classes at the scheduled time
and location, he said.
In a Jan. 8 memorandum to each of
the instructors. Dr. Rothe said:
"Casual dismissal of a class on a day
before the holiday puts unreasonable
student pressure on your faculty
colleagues, as well as weakening our

effort to ask students to act seriously
and responsibly in making their
decisions about class attendance."
Instructors were told a copy of the
memorandum was placed in their
personal files.
However. Dr. Rothe yesterday said
the survey was "a misconception."
"The people who conducted the
survey first received data, which
supposedly was updated, from Space
Assignments on which class was
meeting, where and at what time." he
said
AFTER THE surveys were
completed, letters were sent to those
instructors found not holding classes in
their assigned classroom
The letter said the instructors should
contact the provost's office if classes
were held at a different time or place.

"The result was very simple," Dr.
Rothe said. "A good portion of the
survey results was invalid. We found
that most said they held classes on
those two days, but in different
classrooms "
He said he is assuming all 202
instructors held classes on both days.
"To some extent, the survey method
we used was inappropriate. The only
way to assure that classes are held
when scheduled is that the department
and faculty members take on
individual responsibility." Dr. Rothe
said. "Also, the memorandums were
never placed in their personal files to
begin with."
He said he did not know if future
surveys would be conducted on the
days before breaks.

TIM Morton family in Juan Boti.ro, Calif, thought their pot
chimp, TinkerbeNe, noodod a playmate. Caotar, the tlger■tripod kitten, filled the bill admirably ( AP w.r.ohoto)

fog. a/Ttw SO N.wi, Friday. January II, 1974

epueRiaLS
hams poll evidence
nixon must resign
The latest Harris Poll is just one more reason why President Nixon
should vacate the White House.
The poll indicated that only 30 per cent of the nation approves of the
way he is handling his job and only 17 per cent give Nixon high marks for
'inspiring confidence personally in the White House."
The poll also showed that a plurality of 47 to 42 per cent of the nation
thinks the President has reached the point where he can no longer be an
effective leader and should resign from office.
The Harris poll comes in the wake of the latest Gallup Poll results that
29 per cent of the people still think the President is handling his job well.
The most significant part of the Harris poll is the change in the public's
attitude about the President resigning. In November by a 45 to 44 per cent
response the people felt he should not resign.
The poll proves that the American people are not as ignorant as Nixon
would like to believe. When the Watergate stories first broke, the White
House was confident the whole affair would blow over in a matter of
weeks or months.
Now, over a year and a half later, even Operation Candor, Nixon's
effort to restore confidence in himself, has failed.
About 73 per cent of the people believes the operation has failed and the
same percentage believes that Nixon has withheld important information
about his involvement in the affair.
The Harris poll was taken before the latest disclosure by technical
experts that from five to nine segments of a White House tape from June.
1972 were erased
No doubt the news will sink respect toward the President even lower.
Nixon's overall standing will probably get worse before it gets better,
judging by the failure of Operation Candor.
His increasing unpopularity makes it necessary that he resign. The
nation cannot afford to have a leader who must spend his days in gloom
and anxiety about his capability to run the government.
If Nixon truly loved America as he says he does, he would resign for the
good of the country. It's time for a new beginning in American
government.
The nation cannot go on like this for the next three years.
It's time for a new President.

new year offers lots to do
NEW YORK, NY -Oh, its a fine,
cleansing ritual, preparing for a new
year. One stands a-tip-toe, looking
down untraveled roads, unmet faces
shining, and so much to do!
There are new day books to open,
emotional gears to be shifted and
parcels of the dead past to be carted
away.
Vietnam is for most of us all over.
President Nixon's imperial mantle has
fallen away and he must now take his
place in the dock like any other man
who has betrayed his country. The
mills of the gods grind on.
THE YEAR that died in the night

limit to our capacity for new sorrows.
Ideally, the new year should arrive in
April, with the green earth stirring and
the trees in delicate leaf. January is a
dark month, dirty underfoot, the air a
knife in the ribs. But here's a cordial
for your heart.
Daylight saving time is back. Look
west at teatime and, lo1. the land will
still be bright.
was a bad one. Let the Devil take it;
1974 must be better because the peopledisillusioned, weary and put-upon-can
endure no more.
"We'll waste no fresh tears over old
sorrows but hear us well-tbere's a

IF WE ARE normal, we
acknowledge a certain terror in the
start of the new year. We are all
Prufrock, this weekend, feeling the
moments of our greatness flicker,
seeing the Eternal Footman hold our

JUST A SMALL GROUP OF ACTIVISTS . . .

movie scenes proof of racism
There have been news stories
recently about organized effort to ban
or edit out scenes from old movies on
TV.
The oflensive scenes are
embarrassing reminders of American
racism-the stealthy Orientals, filthy
Mexicans, shambling blacks,
simplemindcd Indians, etc.
"TV Guide." one of the most
interesting magazines in America, has
opposed this trend when it would
interfere with the viewing of
classics" with objectionable scenes
isuch as "Gone With the Wind"!
One Southwestern station had to
cancel a showing of the Bogart
"Treasure of Sierra Madre" because
chicanos disliked the stereotyping of
one villain
D. W. GRIFFITH'S
Birth of a
Nation is the classic example of a
film still thought to be so
inllammatory that the Museum of
Modern Art guards rights to it. and
showings are allowed only where there
is no possibility that it will lead to
recruiting for the Klan
The classics win out in the end 1 do
not worry about them Hut "TV Guide
had its priorities wrong because its
argument was skewed It would try to
save "art." even if the trash must
perish But the trash of any period
shows its taste most vividly, and least
defensibly
I don't know whether "Birth of a
Nation" could still recruit a
Klansman. but our dreary little war
movies about the slant-eyed "dirty
little Japs" provoke nothing but
disgust
for the white-skinned
producers and consumers o( such
racist nonsense
AND THAT is why there should be no
attempt to suppress those films We
need to be reminded ol our own
racism
The new censors may think they are
on the side ol enlightenment, of a
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My son came back from a class trip
to the remains ol Washington s.
working plantation, and yet was;,
shocked to hear that its whole economy
was based on the labor ol slaves
II most of the older sort ol teachers
had then way. children would never
learn that the sanctified Washington
and Jtffereon had slaves.
The evils ol our past wars, ol our
imperialism at the turn ol this century,
ol the repression visited on minorities
at all periods ol our history ion the
Nisei, on certain Germans in World

THE RESULTS are worse than the
In st oflense of historical distortion' a
nation taught to think ol itself as
perfect cannot reform, since it thinks
there is nothing that needs reform
Critics are crackpots to be expelled
("America, love it or leave it" I
Accounts of America's failures are
lalse. malicious in intent, and not to be
permitted
The reaction lo reports and
commissions that criticize America in
any respect is usually anger at the

heightened sensibility to the feelings ol
minorities
But they are encouraging one of the
most unhealthy aspects ol American
society-our tendency to prettily Mir
own history, so there is never anything
unjust or unpleasant about it
FROM THE time ol Pastor Weeins

compilers of the facts rather than
indignation or remorse over the facts
themselves
No country has succeeded as well in
hearing nothing but good of itself-and.
ironically, the minorities asking TV to
"clean up" old movies are entering
into this conspiracy of flattery and lies
about our history
'Stepin Fetchit." that character
fashioned out of black agony for the
white man's laughter, is not an insult
to the blacks anymore-the caricature
is a mark ol white shame
IT IS embarrassing, and shaming, to
look .ii ,mil that is why we must look.
Copyright. 1974, 1'nlverssl Presi
Syndicate

responsibility for people falls on people
By Tom Coriell
335 I unk11n
Guest Columnist
"We used to own slaves. Now we
rent them
When 1 read this statement I was
shocked, but soon recovered. And
instead of telling someone that it
wasn't right: that it was unfair and unAmerican. I turned the page And now
I am ashamed.
Perhaps too many Americans react
the same way When, in the morning.
we read Irom our comfortable

newspapers that over twenty million
Americans go to bed hungry, that
there is inadequate housing, poor
health care, discriminatory practices
in hiring women; and inhuman
treatment of migrants, they say
Please pass the butter." instead of
becoming sick

petuating massive profits for oil, steel,
and communication, but oddly enough
they aren't

IT IS EASY to say that the poor and
miserable people ol this land are the
responsibility ol the Federal
Government
And perhaps Congress and the
President should be more interested in
leeding people rather than per-

I, AND many others, cannot accept
the present situation as acceptable
Suicides, very much a social disgrace,
cannot be tolerated
Sickness and cold in American rural
and urban areas cannot be tolerated.
Malnutrition in America cannot be

1 also think it rather odd that
America, the richest, most productive
nation on earth cannot see its wav
clear to feed and care for its own

tolerated Unemployment and crime in
the cities cannot be tolerated.
In short a complete disregard for any
of the above must not be tolerated!
THEREFORE THE responsibility
falls to the people of each state The
people themselves, individually, must
begin to think in terms of a local
housing fund, a local food fund, and a
local health fund
In closing. 1 ask you to remember
this; "This country, this state, this
city, this town, bleeds a little
everyday."
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let's hear from you

'does anyone care that I'm here?'
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euphemism

War 1. on Catholics. Jews, blacks.
Indians, Amish. chicanos I-all these
tend to be expunged from our memory
and history books as soon as it becomes
apparent that they were, indeed, evil.

tight down to this day iwhon slave
quarters are politely called merely
"quarters" at Mount Vernon). we have
taught a history all hedged about with
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I salute you!
Why. you might ask^ Well, simply
because you are progressing, however
slowly it may seem, towards building
the foundation where you'll one day be
able to realize yourself and
simultaneously you will be serving
your family, your community, the
world!
You deserve to be heralded and
saluted
Mr. Editor. I'm a prisoner at the
Lucasville facility in Southern Ohio
and since being incarcerated here
eight months ago. I haven't received
any mail or correspondence from the
outside world.
1 HAVE COME to a point in time
when I begin to have anxiety about "is
it still there''' Also "Does anybody
care that I am here?"
I've never been married and I've
been something of a drUter until I

began full-time enrollment at
Youngstown State University in 1972
1 have no addresses ol people I feel
free to write to and that 1 am sure the
communications will be acceptable
and favorably received
FOR THOSE reasons and my need
for exchange with my fellow brothers
and sisters of the world. I'm asking you
to publish this request for
correspondence in your school paper
I merely want to relate with the
people-after all people are all that
really matter anyway
I shouldn't mind saying I feel a
compelling need to feel thought about
and acceptable to the society-at-large
I HAVE considerable time left on a
10-25 year sentence for armed robbery,
which I perpetrated to finance my
education.
Hopefully there are a few individuals

coat and snicker. "And in short, I ill
afraid," wrote Eliot.
So are we all afraid. And at the start
of 1974. more than ever. It's not simply
economic conditions; it's the human
condition.
We can bear our own (railties-our
ineptitude, our unrequited desires. But
why must the man we elect to watch
over us be marred by the same
infirmities?
If we fear the new year, blame the
anxieties, the frustrations we
experienced in the old. Will the
weather be kind? Will there be oU to
light our lamps, fire our engines and
hold back the terrible worddepression?
SOME OF US are beginning to have
fresh doubts about "the system." Shall
we, armored with the bitter wisdom of
Watergate, be strong enough to compel
the reforms we know to be essential if
democracy is to endure?
Some of us know now our strength
will go for naught while Richard Nixon
sits in the White House.
Why did our country fail us so
shamefully in 1973? Blame us, the
people. With so much poverty and
ignorance in the land, we have been
unable to participate in democracy.
We have not been a united people,
vigilant and involved
"Whoso neglects learning in his
youth loses the past and is dead for the
future." A wise old Greek wrote that,
and in his words are the roots of our
destruction.
A NATION in which millions of
youngsters cannot read a newspaper or
fill out a job application in a nation ripe
for demagogues.
A nation in which even the literate do
not read books is a nation undeserving
of its noble past.
The recent Louis Harris study of
public attitudes, commissioned by a
congressional committee, offered one
heartening finding Ordinary people
would like to play a more active role in
their government. They want more
responsibility, more dialogue
In a recent interview, Lady Bird
Johnson said that Americans are
puzzled and concerned about their
government, but added, "This is a very
strong country...There is turmoil and
change, but there is a trying, trying,
trying-a determination to cope...I find
concern but not any despair."
THIS BELEAGUERED President
who promised campaign reforms had
his henchmen working overtime to
defeat the bill that would have made
campaign finances a matter for the
public treasury.
Even The Wall Street Journal was
shocked that Mr. Nixon's men, "in
their most brazen move...provided a
government jet to bring two friendly
senators back to Washington from a
quail hunt to vote against cloture "
So much for the pledges of Richard
Nixon to make right the wrongs of
Watergate
The start of a new year brings out the
bookkeeper, if not the historian, in
most of us The ledgers kept so
privately in a back drawer of the mind
suddenly demand a public audit. Where
do we stand today? And what have we
put by for tomorrow's emergencies?
WE'RE A tough society. We know
how to be thrifty and resourceful. But
unless the oil shortage is eased we face
hard times and physical discomfort.
The country now-at long last-is
beginning to understand the greed and
corruption that have made the oil
barons the Roman tyrants of our time.
We are also more aware of the link
between Big Oil and Big Government.
And we know that the "shortage"
will end when the oil companies begin
to lose money and have no choice but to
end it
May 1974 preserve our concern-but
keep us from despair!

on campus who might care to exchange
letters.
I learned too late that going to school
is a blessing, even without the
extravagance of a car. clothes and
money.
I MISS particularly the campus
cafeteria crowd and fraternity parties.
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This is one more reason I'm asking for
correspondence through your school
news media. Thank you Peace and

Unity
Benny Panky
Box 787-SOCF
Lucasville. Ohio 45648

The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300
words, typewritten
We ask that
columns be no more than four typed
pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel
and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the
author's name, address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor, co The BG News. 106
University Pall.
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Secret Service records checked

FBI investigates cause of gap

Fair
exchange

Project Brazil »endi University »tud«nl laachar* abroad, and
alto gives Braiiliam a chanco to tludy in America, loll to
right aro exchange (tudontt Purification Gomel. Iwone
Leonardo Martin Hoinkit, and Joie Boiorra. Acting director of
tho project if Dr. larry Wills, foreground. (Newtphoto by
Michael G. Grone)

WASHINGTON (AP) -#
Secret
Service
recordkeeping came into question
yesterday at a court hearing
on the Watergate tape gap.
Meanwhile. FBI agents
were investigating to determine who might have been
responsible for an 18'•minute gap on a subpoenaed
tape ol a June 20. 1972. conversation between President
Nixon and llll Haldeman.
former White House staff
chief
In the court inquiry,
assistant special prosecutor
Richard Ben-Veniste called
only two witnesses in a brief
mroning session:
Louis
Sims, chief of the Secret
Service technical branch,
and Haymond C. Zumwalt. a
service technician

Project Brazil-chance to expand
By Rick Bensman
Staff Reporter
Project Brazil, a program
of the College of Education,
offers American students
the opportunity to student
teach in Brazil and
Brazilians the chance to
Itudy in America
Dr Larry Wills, acting
director of the project, said
20 students will leave for
Brazil in early September,
accompanied by a University educjtmn profMfOI
who will act as supervisor
and teach a course at Catholic I'niversity in Sao Paulo.
Brazil
Wills laid Ihe students will
teach in all areas from
kindergarten through 12th
grade in one ol the two
schools in Sao Paulo
Students will stay with a
Brazilian family during the
three months in Sao Paulo
We are exploring other
areas for possible teaching
abroad." Wills said
"WB VtiFA. this Is a very
important part in teacher
education." he added

He said students go to
Brazil for two reasons-to
student leach and lo become
exposed to another culture
The best way to learn the
culture is lo live there wilh a
family, he said
"Students are looked upon
by members of that family
as brothers and sisters."

Wills Mid
A group of Brazilian
students from Sao Paulo are
now studying at the
I'niversity
There is much more
work i assignments i here
than at home." said Jose Alberto S Bezerra. 30 years
old. who is studying here
He said Americans are
more likely to continue their
education than Brazilians
Bezerra said the lamily is
very important to Brazilians
and students attend colleges
near their homes
Ivone Barsotti Leonardo
said. "Here, when you are
18. you generally go far from
where your parents live I
think the fact lhat they
(Americans! start living
their own lives is good
because they become more
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independent than we are "
SHE SAID Brazilians live
at home until they are
married but after marriage,
live near their family
Bezerra said Americans
are prepared more for the
future by leaving home at an
early age. but Brazilians are
more sensitive toward the
family
Bezerra and l.eonardo
said they were impressed by
the transportation and communications in this count!■>
Martin Hudolf lloinkis. 24.
from San Paulo, said the
Library impressed him
lloinkis also said he thinks
Americans arc more individualistic than Brazilians
Purification
Barcia
GOIMS, 21. also from Sao
Paulo, said. "As a whole.
Americans are very nice
people, but distant
LEONARDO SAID, They
1 Americans i are not concerned about what other
people think about iheir
actions. They are what they
want to be and not what
other people want them lo
be"

The Brazilians, often exchanging ideas among themselves in their native Portuguese language, agreed
that they were impressed by
the development of I'.S.
small towns
Gomes said small Brazilian towns surround one
larger (own which has a university
"It would be good." said
Leonardo, "if more Americans could go to Brazil and
see how Brazil people are."
Anyone interested
in
participating
in
Project
Brazil should contact the
Program Advisement Ofice,
365 Education Bldg.

OB

Mojo try-outs
Mojo Theatre will
hold auditions for several new black plays 1
p.m. Saturday, in 400
I'niversity Hall.
The theater group encourages all interested
black students to
attend

Zumwalt admitted that his
records on who had received
and returned presidential
tapes had no documentation
as to when two batches of
recordings were returned

remembered it. that would
be my guess." Zumwalt
answered
Zumwalt also testified
that the Secret Service had
four
I'her 5000 tape

BEN-VENISTE pointed lo
Zumwalt s notation that
presidential aide Stephen B
Bull received tapes on July
10. 1973 Bull had turned
those tapes over to
Haldeman
Then Ben-Veniste asked
Zumwalt to document the
notation tht Bull had
returned the tapes two days
later
"It's not indicated on
here." Zumwalt said
"Can you tell us how you
know"" Ben-Veniste asked
"I
probably
just

recorders in its storeroom
onOct 1.
Another,
identical
machine
was
bought
especially
for
the
President's secretary. Hose

Mary

Woods, on Oct

I.

Zumwalt said, because it
was mistakenly reported
lhat no machines were in the
supply room

Bill seeks to drop DST
COLl'MBUS lAPl • A bill
that would put Ohio back on
standard time has been
prepared for introduction
into the House by Hep
Donna Pope iR-12 Parma)
"With the danger to children going lo school in the
dark, the increase energy
usage in the early morning
hours and the fact that Ohio
is on the western edge of the
time zones, it is logical and

good public policy for the
state lo stay on Standard
Time," she said
Ohio went on Daylight
Saving Time because of
federal
legislation
and
because Gov. John J
Gilligan refused to ask the
president for an exception
for Ohio, she said
Passage of her bill, she
said, would probably cause a
court case since it would be

newsnotes
Pollution
COLl'MBl'S (AP) • Ohio will be
unable to meet water pollution control standards by 1990 if the President
continues to refuse to release funds
provided by Congress, a U.S. senator
said
Sen Jennings Randolph il)-W Va 1
told a meeting of the Associated Con
tractors of Ohio a lederal Environmental Protection Agency survey
showed Ohio will need S3 3 billion lo
control water pollution by 1990
Interstate highway construction
has also been slowed down by the
administration's release of only $4.4
billion of the $5 5 billion authorized by
Congress in 1974
Congress has done its part towards
helping the states meet the goals.
Randolph said
"The bad news
centers primarily around the un
certainty of fuel supplies and the continuing problem of impoundment of
funds by the executive branch, he
said

Tricia Cox
WASHINGTON I AIM - Tricia Nixon
Cox has labeled as lies rumors that
she and her husband Edward Cox are
separating

The rumors began circulating after
Cox. a New York City lawyer, did not
accompany the Nixons on a postChristmas holiday in San Clemente.
Calif
"If Us printed, it's a lie It's
nonsense,''
Presidenl
Nixon's
daughter said, as quoted Wednesday
by White House press assistant Helen
Smith
The Coxes, who live in New York
City spent Christmas Day with the
Nixon lamily at the White House
However, on Christmas mghl Cox
returned lo New York
Tricia flew with her parents to San
Clemente. staying there until last
weekend She returned to New York
from Washington on Tuesday.

Murder
NASHVILLE. Tenn IAPI
Eour
men have been arrested in the slaying
of country music performer David
"Stringbcan" Akeman and his wife
Police identified them Wednesday
as John A Brown Jr., 23. and Marvin
D. Brown. 21. both of Nashville, each
charged with two counts of murder,
and Charles Brown. 32, and Hoy
Brown, 23. both of nearby
Greenbrier. charged with accessory
after the fact of murder and
receiving and concealing stolen
merchandise

in contradiction to federal
law
"But given the absurdity
of the Daylight Saving Time
during the winter in Ohio, it
is well worth Ihe battle."
the said
The bill would mandate
standard time from the last
Sunday in October to the last
Sunday in April, with Daylight Saving Time during the
summer months

Police said John and Marvin are
cousins and Charles and Hoy are
brothers of Marvin
Akeman. 57. and his wife Estellc
59. were found shot lo death early
Nov II a! their home north of Nashville Police have theorized that they
surprised burglars when they
returned home after Akeman s
appearance on the Grand Ole Opry.
where he was a regular

Gilligan
COLUMBUS lAPl
Qov John J
Gilligan goes to work Monday as a
psychiatric aide trainee at Orient
Slate Hospital for the mentally
retarded
"The governor will work side by
side with psychiatric aides," said Dr
Albert Solorenko. hospital administrator "This is no set-up He
will get on-the-job training
Gilligan. his wife state legislators
ami Dr Kenneth I) Gaver. director
ol the Ohio Department of Mental
Health and Mental Retardation, will
spend several hours working at the
hospital to dramatize the need for
more humamzation in stale in
slilutions. a governor's aide said
"The residents have all types ol
handicaps-epilepsy, cerebral palsybut the majut dillicully is menial
retardation, said Solorenko.

HELP WANTED!
Drive For Domino's
Flexible Part-time Hours

352-5221

Mexican Music
For Your Enjoyment
Located in the
Stadium View Plaza
Open Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-lC p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-10 p.m. - Sun. Noon-6 p.m.

Sponsored by

Black Student Union
WIOT AND BELKIN PRODUCTIONS

Monday, Jan. 21,1974 - Grand Ball Room Union
9:00 P.M. • ADM. 50'

* * PRESENT * *

SLADE
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IGGY AND THE STOOGES

invites all pool-shooters (Guys & Gals)
to an

— SPECIAL GUEST —

JAMES GANG
-ATTOLEDO
SPORTS ARENA
SAT. - JAN. 19
— 8:00 P.M. —

l North Gate Lounge
Open Billiards Tournament
Weds. Jan. 23
Tourney starts
at 7:00p.m.

}
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

TICKETS: $4.50 ADVANCE
DAY OF SHOW: $5.50
AVAILABLE AT:
v
FINDER'S RECORDS AT BG
TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA
AND OTHER AREA OUTLETS

(698-4545)

1st & 2nd Place Cash Prizes!

Entry Fee: $1.50

*
*
*

•••••••••••••••*••••**** *
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Withheld gas cheats consumer?

Producers seek higher prices
WASHINGTON (AP) Evidence In the files of the
Federal Power Commission
iFPCI indicates that some
natural gas producers in the
United States have tried to
buy up available reserves,
intending to keep the gas off
the market and await higher
prices
At an otherwise routine
rate hearing several months
ago. an independent gas
producer testified that he
had been approached by a
number of other companies
(hat sought to buy his
reserves to hold in the
ground
The producer, Douglas L.
Kendell of Wichita. Kan.
told the FPC that the other
producers, some of them
major oil companies, had
said they were willing "to
bet on thecome"-to gamble
that if they held off
producing the gas for
several years it would be
worth a great deal more
money
Kendell. an executive of
the Okmar Oil Co.. did not
disclose the names of the
other producers to the FPC
iind declined to do so when
contacted by telephone at
his Wichita office.

"IT'S

COMPETITIVE

BENDELL responded that
he might try to sell it in the
intrastate market where
prices are not regulated or
leave the gas in the ground
and not sell it to anyone
Then he added

information," he said in an
interview
"If I disclosed the names
these people would have
reason to suspect I can't
keep a business confidence
and they might be reluctant
to continue doing business
withnie."
Bendell said he went
before the FPC last July
because he wanted to sell his
gas to an interstate pipeline
al the rate of 49 cents per
thousand cubic feet, more
than twice the ceiling price
of 21 cents set by the FPC
Bendell testified that to
explore and produce new
reserves to replace those he
was selling, would cost so
much thai he would lose
money if he sold his current
reserves at the commission
rate
Bendell s request for a
rate increase was subsequently denied as
excessive

"Uncommitted
gas
reserves now are apparently
among the finest assets that
a company can have., and

we
are
constantly,
repeatedly being contacted
by other gas producing companies-independents and
majors-who are interested
in buying the reserves.
"They have expressed
their willingness to bet on
the come, so to speak, to
take the gamble that the
reserves would appreciate

in the ground."
An official in the FPC said
that to his knowledge no one
else had offered the commission testimony as strong
as Bendell's. But, he added,
there have been a number of
cases in
which gas
producers threatened to hold
off production if the FPC
didn't grant them a rate
increase

University Head Start
project awarded grant
A $33,000 grant has been
awarded to the University
by the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare to provide training for
Head Start employees.

During
the
hearing
Kendell was asked by a
hearing examiner what he
would do with his gas if his
application were denied

James Davidson, instructor of educational foundations and inquiry, coordinates the continuing
education program which
pays fees for Head Start employees who get into a
degree prugr.im
Davidson said Head Start
workers are encouraged to

enroll in a degree program
on a part-time basis so they
can leave Head Start and get
another job
This is the whole idea of
Head Starl," said Davidson,
"to help people get ahead, to
move up from where they
are "
A major policy change in
the Head Start program this
year is that persons in it
must complete a series of
competency-based courses
and
receive the Child

Development
Association
ICDA) certificate
The courses deal with
teaching
techniques and
child development
The CDA program takes
from two to three years to
complete Davidson is experimenting with an inservice
workshop for
student employee credit in
the program He would like
to make workshop participants mobile enough to
service all parts of northwestern Ohio involved in the
Head Start operation.

8 TRACK TAPE
BONANZA

"I^fio'c
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Laura
Wolery, senior (AftSI. one of the University's thirtyseven "Who's Who" selections, is an undergrad assistant in
'^" biology department and president of the pre-medical
honorary. (Newsphoto by Michael G. Grone)

Kennedy assassination topic
of Katz lecture, discussion
GRAND FUNK\[ / / 7 I
Mil WV~ W "•>

it)

of President John F.
Kennedy
Katz. sponsored by Student Activities, will present
his program in the Grand
Ballroom, Union at 8 p.m
Wednesday. Jan 23 Hundreds of slides and the
Zapruder film taken at the
time ol the shooting will accompany an explanation of
the research and discoveries
made in the past 10 years
A graduate of Miami Uni-

Who killed JFK? Why did
witnesses claim shots CUM
from trie front when the
assasin. Oswald, was located
behind
the
motorcade'' Why did Oswald
have a history of involve
ments with the federal espionage agencies"
These are the questions
raised by Bob Katz as he
travels around the country
lecturing on Ihe assasination

versity of Uhio in 1969. Katz
worked as a journalist in
Chicago and Boston until the
fall of 1972 when his interest
in the assasination led him
to begin lecturing His freelance writing has appeared
in the Boston Magazine and
the Christian Science
Monitor.
The program, free and
open to the public, will be
followed by a discussion
session.

PE I I IS ALPINE VILLAGE RESTAURANT
117 N. MAIN-353-0512

Featuring: A Tour of Italy With Our Italian Foods
All You Can Eat For

$095
O

includes: Spaghetti & Choice of Three Other Main Items
lasagna
egg plant parmigiano
gnocchi

ravioli
fettucim
chicken cacciatore

veal scallopmi
veal parmigiano
manicotti

Also includes:
Choice of soup or |uice, tossed salad, Italian bread & butter, coffee or tea
MAKE RESERVATIONS NOWI
5 till 11 in the Main Dining Room
Fri. & Sat. Nights Every Week

Congratulations To The New
Lil Sigs of Alpha Sigma Phi
^^AJANIS JOPLIN
\\ELVIS PRESLEYX '

,

j

SALE PRICES GOOD WED. THRU SAT.

OVER 3,000 IN STOCK
TO CHOOSE FROM!
Fonto.tic saving* en 8 track lap.. ■ ROCK! COUNTRY & WESTERN! SOUL! JAZZI And ov.r 3,000
to choc** from. Featuring the a bo v. artist plus many, many mar*. It't tho widest and wildest
selection of the year...Come in and snap 'em up!

Big N Plaza
1080 S. Main, Bowling Green

Daily 10-10, Sunday 11-6
Breakfast served 8:30-11

Dawn Stephens

Mary Cornachionne

Reggie Biasella

Debbie Goodwin

Barb Taylor

Rita Berick

Beth Castelli

Cindy Mace

Marv Nitro Woodliffe

Lou Ciammarco

Debbie Heer

Sherry Stawicki

Annie Sboray

Karen Urban

Karen Pratt

Kathy Scbupp

Nancy Larson

Karen Rigney

Maria Traina

Shirley Jobkmowski

Margeret Tonges
Cathy Witkowski

Pattie Dams
Amy Schwartz

Cindy Schwalm

Gretchen Tritschler

Chris Drehs

Suzanne Haver

Peggy Birt

Sherrie Gibbons

Christy Smith

Andrea Howes

SueMoher

CM Davis
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Commerce deportment reports
U.S. growth rote ^ , inflation ^
WASHINGTON (API The nation's economy,
which started 1973 with a
near-record rate of growth,
ended the year with the
lowest growth rate in three
years. 1 3 per cent, the
government reported
yesterday
But there was no brake on

the rale o( inflation, which
soared to 7 9 per cent in the
last three months of 1973.
the highest quarterly
increase in the rate of
inflation in 22 years
The Commerce Department said in its report on the
Gross National Product
(iNPi for 1973 that the

inflation was 5.3 per cent.
Counting both real growth
and inflation, the nation's
GNP touted $1,288 2 billion,
an increase of $133 billion or
11 5 per cent, over 1972
THE GNP is the total
value of the nation's output
of goods and services. The
GNP figures for the fourth
quarter are preliminary and
subject to later revision, the
Commerce Department
said
The slow growth rate at
the end of the year was in
sharp contrast to the way
the year started, when
government economists
were expressing concern
that the economy was
growing too fast
As it turned out. the real
growth of 5 9 per cent in 1973
was below the real growth in
1972. when it was 6 1 per
cent The rate of inflation in

fourth quarter's real
economic growth of 1.3 per
cent compared with 3.4 per
cent growth in the third
quarter. 2 4 per cent in the
second and the huge 8.4 per
cent growth of the first
quarter
Real growth for all of 1973
was 5.9 per cent and

'Men's lib' rotes voice
in price discrimination
Women will no longei get
a price break al on-campus
functions because of an Ohio
law prohibiting KI dis
crimination in prices
A directive outlining the
change was issued by the Ol
fice of Residence Programs
after a complaint about
prices being charged at the
Kohl-Founders Beer lll.isl
last Friday was received
Admission to the Beet
Blast was $1 for men and 75
cents for women-the ditlerence in prices is against
state law
This was the lust lime
this year prices charged for
this type of event were different for men and women.
Stan I undahl. graduate

assistant, said yesterday
The halls which sponsored the blast made the decision on prices, but the
complaint has ended any
Future differentials.'
l.undahl. who works at the
Ktidence Program! Office,
said

Mike Florio. senior
\."wS\ made the complaint
before the blast last week
•■Some oi my friendi and 1
saw the ads for the blast and
1 knew it i the price dil
lerence> was against the
law. so 1 contacted Bonnie
Belters, the program
coordinator al Founders,
and Stan l.undahl and told
them about the law. Florio
said

The bars downtown do it
too Someone is going to let
them know about it." Florio
said

"I guess you could call it
men's lib.' "he added
Betters said she acted in a
purely advisory role and the
Kohl-Founders student committee which planned the
blast had made the price decision themselves

1972 was 3.2 per cent.
Government
economic
policy was aimed at a
moderate growth rate in
1973 of about 4 per cent, but
the economy fell far short of
that goal in the fourth
quarter Many economists,
in and out of government are
predicting the economy will
decline in value in the first
quarter of 1974

"Mike iFloriol called me
and asked us if we would
change the prices at the
door " Betters said "We
couldn t do that since we had
advertised the original
prices at so much and
already sold pre sale
tickets."

A Cincinnati mailman
who temporarily lost
his lip, needed a
break to rest hit feet.
This mail box teemed
)utt the place to stop.
lAPw».ph.r.l

Deportmentol response sought
The committee in
vestigatmg the possibility of
establishing a communications college at the University yesterday decided to
seek departmental reaction
to two proposals
Departments represented
on the committee will
receive copies of a proposal
for a program college and a
faculty-program college
The faculty will be asked to
react to parts of each
proposal by vote

The- program college
proposal calls lor the
coordination of rommuni
cations programs across
existing
department!
through a dean's office The
proposal lays a structure ol
operation will evolve
through experimentation
The faculty-program proposal involves six departments with assigned faculty
but calls for programming
interdepartmental
hol-

lowing ol professors from
outside areas should the
need alise
Or lee Mioslc com
mittee chairman and professor ol speech, said dead
line for the departmental
reaction poll is Wednesday
The committee then will
submit IHIIII proposals and
the poll results to Provost
Or Kenneth Rothe Deadline for submitting the
proposals to Dr Rothe is
Jan .10

The communications
college committee was
established by University
President Hollis A Moore
Jr after he received a preliminary report in May from
an exploratory committee
The committee recommended a more specific
evaluation of a communications school
The present committee
has been meeting since
September

Philosophy lectures planned
A series of seven lectures,
sponsored
by
the
department ol philosophy
will be presented winter and
spring quarters
The series begins
Wednesday. Jan 23. with a
colloquium
entitled
"Epistemology and Social
Science from S-5 p m in
theTalt Room Inion
A public lecture, The
Mentality
of
the
Bourgeoisie
will he held
that night at 7 :<U in 220.
Math Science lildg
Both lectures will be given
by Fnthjof Bergmann,
associate professor at the
University of Michigan,
whose main philosophical
interests are in existentialism and political
philosophy
Michael Robins, assistant
professor of philosophy said.

We Hunk there is a lack of
learning activities outside of
the classroom The purpose
ol these1 lectures is to help
intellectual climate on
campus and to introduce the
university and community to
outstanding philosophers
Robin-- said the colloquui
are for faculty and grad
students in philosophy and
cognate areas and for undergraduates who have some
background or interest in
the particular topic "
The public lectures are
meant to stimulate wide
interest in contemporary
issues and to introduce to
the University community
the contribution that
philosophy can make
towards undei standing
them he added
On Feb

14.

Madden of the State University of New York will
give a public lecture on the
Justification of Punishment." and the following
afternoon he will speak at a
colloquim entitled "NonHuman Views of Casuahty."
Other colloquia scheduled
are "Discrimination and

Barbara
Yaniga

AND

Dick and Bob
Kinsley

Friday and Saturday
'
\

January 18 & 19
8:30 - 11:00 p.m.-

Friday and Saturday
January IS & 19
7 and 9:30 p.m.
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It's a life style.
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the jov ot freedom.
It's the best-selling book.
It's Neil Diamond.
It's a motion picture
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PARlVOUW PICTURES PRESENTS

Presents

A

UAO Campus
Movie

who needs the
world when \ou
own the moon
end stars

Kdward H

UAO SIDE DOOR

U>lTH

Perpectual Knowledge."'
Alvin Goldman of the University of Michigan. March
1;
"Entailment." Peter
Facione. philosophy department chairman. April 10 and
"Mass Terms" or "Action
Theory Fred Miller
assistant professor of
philosophy. May 17.

t

JN«

f
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Theater's processes multi-faceted
By Mark Glover

Selection and preparation
of a production on the part of
the theater faculty begins almost a year before opening
night
Usually, productions are
planned
in
January or
February for showing the
following
season
The
process begins with the
directors.
Faculty directors, alter
studying a wide assortment
of works available to them.

Stall Writer
The next time you view a
University
Theatre
production, try to remember
that what you are seeing is
only the tip of the iceberg
The linished and relined
product is the result of hard
work on the part of the
players,
costumers
and
deslgnm Hut this is only
half the story

choose the ones they personally would like to direct
and rank them according to
personal preference
THE DIRECTORS hand
these selections to Dr Allen
While, director of theater
production
Dr. White is
chiefly
responsible
for
selecting works that will be
done He then maps them
out on a theater calendar for
the coming year
"I try to select the direc-

tor's first choice on the list
which he turns in." said Dr.
White.
After all. he (the
director) has to live with
that show "
Dr. White is not the only
individual making choices
for the following season The
faculty staff, consisting of 12
people
as
well
as
25
graduate and undergraduate
assistants, has a voice in
selection
"We wouldn't want to

Concerts, piano competitions
to highlight symphony events
Concerts and piano com
petitions
will
highlight
events at the School of
Music Sunday Jan 20
A Family Concert, pre
sentcd by the University
Symphony Orchestra and
designed
especially
to
appeal to young people, will
begin at 2 30 p.m in (he
Qrnnd ItallriHim. union
Tina Makara, winner of
the Young Artist Contest
sponsored by the Toledo
Symphony
Orchestra
Women a League will bo

guest pianist at the com n t
Under the direction of
Kind
Haab. director of
orchestral
activities,
the
orchestra will accompany
Makara for the first move
ment ol "Concerto No 2 in
ti minor. Opus 22. by Saul
Saens

The concert is free and
open to the public
Makara.
a
senior
at
Howling Green High School,
is the daughter of Dr. and
Mrs I'aul Makara and a
student of Frances Burnett,
professor of performance
studies

perform before a panel of
judges including Freeman
Koberstein. chairman of the
piano department at Oberlin
Conservatory; Serge Fourmer. conductor of the Toledo
Symphony, and Arthur Dann
of the Oberlin College music
department

11.nice
Overture"
by
Paul Creston and Tchaikowsky s Symphony No li
in H minor d'atliotiquci
also will be performed by
the orchestra

A member of the music
(acuity will present a concert Sunday, Jan 20. at the
Vincennes (Indiana) Univenlty of Fine Arts audilorium
Barbara Lockard.
assistant professor of voice,
will be featured at the
concert.

First place winner will
receive $1,000. second place
winner. $400. and third place
winner. $200 In addition,
more than $.1,000 in scholar
ship funds are available lo
any of the eight finalists who
enroll at the University

Also on Sunday, eight
finalists will compete in the
University's second annual
McCarty
Awards
piano
competitions

Final competitions will
begin at 10 a m Sunday in
the RclUl Hall. School of
Music Hidg Contestants will
attend the Family Concert
at 2 30 p in and announce
ment ol winners and the
awards ceremony will begin
at 4 30 p in in the Recital
Hall

: Exciting Happenings at the |

GIGOLO
Friday Is
Ladie's Night!

High school students from
Berea, Fremont. Bowling
Green, Findlay. Chillicolhe,
Willowick and Kirtland will

— Ladies, No Cover

Live on our stage

NO COVER
5

Dillinger

I

With This Valuable Coupon

TONITEONLY!
■ -•■'•■V.

7Sat.,Jan. 19)

Now. tin1 Qartot brings you
"Po.sum Kfcih.
,i dynamic new
UN man band trom Jdcks.ni
Mississippi A ■ t li d i i'dt
down lo edilh. Unit stompm
•ound if you •■*■■- iht muitc »»' J
Crilt .mil the Allmjn Brother*.
you'll love
Possum KrMl
|M't for mini) iiiuhtly ,it liili'do s mi »>
entertainmenl center, rhe Garage

I
I
I

At The

I
I

GIGOLO

Open

8PM

until

2 30

Iiii-wl.iy through Sunday

AM.

THE
GARAGE

force students to do something they have no interest
in." explained Dr White
Other considerations must
be made before a final
calendar is set up
The
theater faculty's job is to
offer a balanced program
THE STAFF is careful to
avoid
repetition.
For
example,
two
Shakespearean comedies would not
be shown back to back.
In addition, Dr White is
careful
to
balance
the
program over a four-year
period so to offer students a
representative sampling of
the arts
Dr Harold Obee. head of
the theater area, must make
sure all academic aspects of
a production are coordinated
properly

Problems arise when a
student carryies a near
maximum work load and is
chosen for a production part
Credit is given for the
selection which can put the
student above the maximum
hour requirement
DR. OBEE mentioned one
further problem in selecting
a production It seems most
writers are male and not
loyal
followers
of
the
Women's Liberation movement Male roles dominate
their scripts
Consequently, a number of
potential productions must
be scrapped
to provide
actresses
with
adequate
roles
With hopefully all considerations
taken
into
account, the theater staff

finds a time slot for the
production.
In the following months,
set designers work to highlight the show, costumers
work long nights and directors study to improve the
material.
This time does not include
auditions or the cast which
rehearses six nights a week
for five weeks in preparation for a production that
hopefully will appeal to a

mass audience.
THE FIRST winter quarter production will be "What
the Butler Saw," the Joe
Orton comedy. Directed by
Dr. Norman Myers, it will
be shown Jan 23-25 in the
Joe E. Brown Theatre, University Hall
Tickets go on sale Monday, at the theater box office
from 11 am to 3:30 p.m
Admission is 25 cents for
students and SI 50 for adults

Home Ec. proficiency test set
Home Economics majors specializing in education or
clothing and textiles may take a test exempting them from
Home Economics 101.
The test will be given Wednesday at 4.30p.m. in207 Home
Economics Bldg Students must sign up for the test at the
Home Economics Bldg . main office, by 4 p.m Tuesday
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The BGSL' Karate Club will hold a practice session
tonight from 6-t p m in 201 Hayes Hall.
The Finn-falcon Scuba Club will hold a meeting
tonight at 6 00 p m in the Natatorium There will be a
talk given on the techniques and precautions involved
in ice diving Everyone planning to participate in the
ice dive on Saturday. January 26 should attend All
students welcome to attend

Veriatiie iyitem include* a titannei >lfto ftxfrw
4 tpeaker interns and 2 4 channel 8 tract, piayai
feature* mcKtde tuninf meter, moot* tor phono
•npui* and outputs 'or tap*-* 8 t'acfc v*i*> features
autocrat* 2 and 4 channel sensing 10 there! no need
to .-•.- '.. 1444 14 1901

The Young Socialist Alliance will hold an educational
forum on the energy crisis and other problems
generated by the "running things for as much profit as
possible" system, tonight at 8 00 p.m in the Capitol
Room of the Cnion.

SHOP OUR COMPUTI UNI OI
MOUN1S AND ACCf SSORIIS

The BGSl' Sailing Club will meet tonight at 7 00 p.m
in 203 Hayes Hall

FOR CAR lAPf PLAYERS

AUTO PLAYER WITH
4-CHANNEL SYNTHESIZER
»H
6995

Rev*!**
8lr*ch
pi*)** *X\
4cftamtl 10 row Mlo

4888

NORM EBORG, MGR.

Op«i Weekdays 10-9

The Damsels i Women Graduate students and wives of
grads I will hold their monthly meeting Tues Jan 22.
at 7 SO in the Village Green Apts partyroom The
topic for this month is Cake Decorating, and all
members who plan to attend should call 352-8891 by
Sunday. Jin 20 (or necessary information

The Students International Meditation Society will
hold a pot luck dinner and film for those practicing
Transcendental Meditation, tonight at 6 30 p m at
2310 Scotwood Blvd . Toledo. Ohio Call 352-7049 for
more informalion

FROM COMMON SENSE REALISTIC

SAVE 21.07

Call after 6 352-5706

Friday. January 18.1974

Sunday. January 20.1974

UNCOMMON 4 CHANNEL MUSIC CENTER

Ret Seo
Itfn Pme
28990
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i

CAR STEREO
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
S1ANOARC)

111 I ll'l

9

14 f„
Ottae and standard surface or
tush mount speaker systems
12 1841 this, 171844

1416IASTWOOSTIII
STADIUM PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
PHONi 332-3727
Saturdays 104

4-CHANNEL
TAPE CARTRIDGES
LetdWf »rti>tS partorrriang

95

3 ,

EA

m™ sou

LOST AND FOUND

campus. Call mgr at 3529301

Lost 1 pair of shade
gray
wire-rimmed
glasses Reward offered.
CalU72-564».

Need 1 male roommate
in 4 man apart winter
and spring Call 352-8836

HELP WANTED
Sitter for 2 school age
girls from 2:30-5. Reliable, responsible 372H48
WANTED
1 female roommate
needed for winter
quarter Call 3M-604S

Sundays 12-5

1 (. rmmt. needed winter
d spring
Close to

1 f. needed immediately
to share apt with 2
others ISO dep. 1st mo
rent free Call 3534815 or
352-9171.
Need 2 f rmts spr qtr
in house MO mo 3529134
2grads. need rmmt.. own
room. farm. 850 MtH»

1 female rmmt immed

Big Brothers & Big
Sisters needed lo help
boys 15-17 living in a
group home Interested'1
Call 352-9206 Ask for
Jan

SERVICES OFFERED
Typist experienced in
typing dissertations and
theses 353-1602.
ABORTIONS For free
information and referral,
call AF.PIO. a nonprofit organisation at
12021 785-1077.
Abortion
information
Service Clinic very close
to area 1-24 week pregnancy
terminated by
licensed certified gynecologiit.
Immediate
arrangements will be
made with no hassle. Call
collect 24 hour service
216-631-1557
ABORTIONS
Safe.
Indiv. care, from 1100.
For appt dial clinic
direct at 12021 785-35813650 or 12021 833-3813-3814
DC.
FAMILY
MEDICAL CENTER
INC 91«-18lh It, N W
Ste 121 Washington, DC
Across from Doctor's
Hospital
PERSONALS
Congratulations Barb Y.
on your opening and
Good Luck Dennis.
TKE Brothers and L'il
Sisses. In eppreciation
for your sympathy and
understanding
Thank
you Much Love. Carol.
Congrats Jill on your
pinning. Too bad he

missed the raver Love in
KD
Pledge Mom.
hooney
Bobcat - congratulations
on your U.C Alpha Sig
pinning
Still
trying
harder. No.2
ARGYLE. not socks or
sweaters, but the band,
has a beer blast that'll
show you what you've
been missing in the past.
Clothing Sale 20 , off on
all
items
in stock
Worldly Goods. 904 E
Wooster.

DVs * Alpha Phis +
Hairy Buffalos equals
flaming
good time
Thanks for a fun tea' The |
Phis
'.
From Christmas to Jan ■
3 was a long time to keep
that secret' Congrats on
your engagement. Deb j
and Dave' LITB. The ■
Alpha Phis
•:
Nancy ■ The forecast for .
last Sunday nite as you'
very well knew, was'.
bright warm, and sunny,
wnen I found my Big was j
you! Love. Kim

20"V40'> off on stereo
equipment
Highest
quality, fully guaranteed
Stop getting npped-off on
sound equipment and
supplies Call 372-5080. if
no answer. 372-2965

ARGYLE
26. not
sweaters,
No. 1 band

Little Karen, its great to
have you as a little
Welcome to the family!
AX Love. Your Big

3 bedroom home - large
let near Conneaut School I
- under 130.000 Call 353- \
7474 after 6 p.m.
J

Women's meeting: Monday. January 21, at 7:30
in the Wayne Room of
the Union

18" Panasonic TV. B/W.'
1 yr old Call 352-7109 '
Also Martin I) 28 Guitar!
Good condition with;
custom case.

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Goldenheart
Rush.
January 21st and 23rd
Open to all interested
girls
What a great way to start
the quarter - a tea with
the Dells! Thanks, the
Alpha Phis.
Bigs We are glad lo be
in the Families L&L.
TheRhos
A tea and Rushing new
Betas on a partying
Thursday night was great
fun for the Alpha Phis
Thanks Betas

coming Jan '•
as socks or"
but as areas
in a beer blast I

FOR SALE

;

70 Cutlass Supreme -;
power windows, door*
locks. 4 seat, air con-!
ditioning.
hood lock;.
AM-FM stereo; rear de- J
froster. Best offer. Ph.352-8037
.
Philco Ford stereo. Good'.
condition Call 2-5665.
;

Sony reel to reel tape;
recorder and tapes 1175. ■
Gary, 352-6446
I
Electric Combo Organ.'
Good condition. 1125.:
Call Mike Smith 372
5830

Friday, January IS, 1974, Tha M> Nawt/Faaa 7

No rest for the weary

Three-game weekend
to keep skaters busy
By Mark Glover
Assistant Sports Editor
The Falcon leers will
experience a
•schedulemakers
special" this
weekend as they play three
games in three d'avs.
Bowling Green 19-13 > will
meet Colgate 14-8-11 at the
Ice Arena tonight (or a 7 30
contest It will be the first
meeting of the two schools.
The skaters will travel to
Lake Forest. Ill . tor a pair
of 7 30 p.m. games
tomorrow and Sunday
With
the
Colgate
confrontation, BG has a
chance to sport a winning
record against the eastern
schools this season
THE FALCONS stand 3-3
on the year with eastern
"C#Q«

*" ™

Alia'
" *»

ww

John Stewart (17) mixes it up with an Ohio State player along the boards
during lost week » action at the Ice Arena
Stewie and his teammates will
battle with Colgate tonight at home and then play two road contests against
Lake Forest, III. Saturday and Sunday night. (Newsphoto by Joe Darwal)

opposition

after

bouncing

Buffalo twice (8-4 and 9-41
and
healing
New
Hampshire, 4 -. on the road
The losses were to Hoslon

Grapplers defeat Herd
By Jerry Masrk
The Falcon matmen
ousted
Marshall's
Thundering Herd from the
undefeated ranks last night
at Anderson Arena. The
Bowling Green grapplers
won seven of 10 matches in
posting their fourth victory
of the season. 24-9
BG. now 4-5 overall, will
try to even their mark
tomorrow when they host
Toledo ;ii 2 p.m in Anderson
Arena
Pat Welfle's 8-1 decision
at 190 lbs clinched the meet
for the Falcons

BELLARD called the wins
by Taylor and Joe Kosch at
142 lbs the key matchea
of the evening
Those two were the stop
pers for us.
he said
"Kosch wrestled Ins best
match He did an excellent
job He was in complete
control
Kosch.
a sophomore
raised his record to 4-1 with
an 8-3 decision
Dennis O'Neil.
Mike
Metting. and Taylor all
posted wins to remain
unbeaten. O'Neil's decision,
a 20-6 effort, included eight
takedowns

downs- in which BG held a
21-9 margin
The victory was marred
by an eye injury to 150pounder Steve Taylor The
senior
collided
with
Marshall's Dave I'arr with
2:51 remaining in the third
period Taylor, suffering a
cut over his left eye. went on
to record an 8-5 victory
"We banged
heads.''
Taylor explained later,
pointing to the five stitches
over his eye "I lost consciousness for a minute but I
wanted to finish the match "

Marshall
coach
Bob
Barnett and BG coach Bruce
Bellard attributed the
Falcons' win to aggressiveness-especially
in
take-

In other matches. Mike
Metting won. 5-1. at 167 lbs.,
Dave Niesot posted a 15-6
win at 167 lbs . and sopho
more heavyweight Steve
Studer picked up a 4-0
shutout
Marshall gained all their
points in the early matches
with two wins and a lie.
BG'l Kevin Dick drew with
Marshall's top wrestler,
Gary Hollidav. 4-4. at 126
lbs
Bellard said the Hi;
Toledo meet should be clOM,
and noted the key matches
will be at 158 lbs . 167 lbs
and 190 lbs

GOLDEN HEART RUSH
Jan. 21 & 23
9-10:30 P.M.
ALL INTERESTED GIRLS WELCOME

MONDAY MADNESS
COUPON
SAVE $1.15
One 16" one-item pizza
and
four of Domino's Cokes
only $3.35(reg. $450)
with this coupon
good on Mondays only
Your
Address:

:
••
••
•
••
•
••
•
••
•
••

and New Hampshire, 7-1
Colgate dropped two
encounters to New Hampshire earlier in the year. 6-2.
and 6 7

Injuries and a lack of
depth have hurt the Lake
Forest squad who sport a
dismal 3-14 mark
THE ILLINOIS team has
a strong scorer in Paul
Trudeau 120points)
BG beat Lake Forest
twice two years ago at the
Ice Arena Both teams have
played Buffalo this year
with the Falcons winning a
pair and
Lake Forest
dropping two games (12-7
and 12-21

Ticket information
Tickets lor tomorrow
night's basketball game
against Kent State at Ander
son Arena are on sale in the
Memorial Hall Ticket office
Reserved seats are $2 50
each and general admission
tickets are (2 for adults and
SI for students and children
Students holding basketball
ID cards will be .idmitted to
the contest by showing their
ID sat the gate.

Bowling
Green-Colgate
hockey match tonight at the
Ice Arena
General admission tickets
at 12 for adults and $1 for
students and children are
also on sale Reserved seat
tickets are S2 50 each.
Faceoff tune is 7:30 p.m
with the gates opening at
fi 30 p.m
Tickets will be sold and
ID'S exchanged at the gate.

Tipoff time is 7:30 p.m
with the preliminary JV
contest beginning at 5 30
p m.
A student ID ticket exchange is in progress lor the

Coach Ron Mason
promises the Falcons will
play the same aggressive
game that highlighted last
weekend's encounters with
Ohio State Wide-open play
and hard checking will be
the iormat. hopefully
without the numerous
penalties that accompanied
the Buckeye clash
BG will take their scoring
"fearsome foursome" on
the trip to Lake Forest after
the Colgate game. Doug
Ross. Bob Dobek. John
Stewart and Mike Bartley
are the top four scorers in
the Central Collegiate
Hockey
Association
tCCHA). Dobek's 49 points
heads the list
Mason remains undecided
about which two goalies will
go on the road trip He has
liked Al Sarachman's performance in practice all
week
Face off for the Colgate
game is 7:30 tonight at the
Ice Arena
Fans are
reminded that "Falcon oi
the Week" ballots will be in
the programs.

UAO Table Tennis
Tournament
Thursday Jan. 24
7 p.m.
Offenhauer Lounge

Pull ring
and throw...a party

Intry *•• SO*

Winner will represent BG at
Regionals Feb. 8-9 at Kent State
1st Place Trophy Awarded

Big Mouth from
Mickey's Malt Liquor

Sign Up in UAO Office
3rd Floor Union
DEADLINE: 12 NOON WED JAN 23

TUESDAY JANUARY 22

Sigma Phi Epsilon

•
••
••
•
••
•
•
••
•
••
••
•
••
•

University, 10-3, Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, n-5.

The lted Raiders are led in
scoring by John Barnett
with IS total points He is
followed by team captain
Dan Desmond and Greg
I'ost with 13 points apiece
Colgate boasts one of the
best goalies in the Fast in
Chris Grigg
The Red
Raider goalie gamed Most
Valuable Player honors in
the Syracuse Invitational
Tournament after holding
powerful Cornell to just
three goals in the final
game

SPIRIT
in concert with

MONDAY MADNESS
COUPON

fi

SAVE $1.15
One 16" one-item pizza
and
four of Domino's Cokes
only $3.35 (reg. $4.50)
with this coupon
good on Mondays only

I DON'T CARE
at the Agora
Tickets $3 at the door

Show begins at 8:30
Doors open at 7:30

Your
Addre ss:

Featuring:

"Mr. Skin", Ed Cassidy

f^i

Recording Stars:

EAST RIVER
DRIVE
NITE CLUB
893 S. MAIN ST.
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

DANCING & COCKTAILS
1 p.m. till 2:30 a.m.
Mon. thru Sat.

LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT
Wad. thru Sat.

Tonight

RAINBOW
Saturday - Returning by Popular Demand
I DON'T CARE

Thursday
HAPPY HALF

One of the greatest bands around

Kent tackles BG's old reliable
By Kenny While
spurts Editor
Jack Wissman is the type
of ball player who puts his
uniform on a certain way.
pulls his socks on first, laces
up his sneakers facing the
Kast and combs his locks in
a special manner before ap
pcaring on a hoop court
Superstitious'' No
let s
just say extremely cautious
ij the best way to describe
the Falcon's veteran back
court operator who has had
to overcome adversity more .
than pre-game jitters in a
three-year career to be a reliable basketball player

HIS PAGE in the team media book reads more like
a chapter out of "It Could
Only Happen to You " A
badly burned right hand
from a freak grease fire
New Year's Eve two year s
ago sidelined Wissman
Last year he suffered an
assortment
of
nagging
maladies topped off by a late
season shoulclci separation
And this year. well, let's just
say being old does not merit
any seniority during a youth
movement
Hut .lack Wissman IN a
competitor, and it has been
his old know how in (he
Falcons' last two ball games

which has been a silver
lining amidst the team's unpredictable performances.
PAT HALEY has received
two excellent games from
the New Bremen. Ohio
native in a role which manyplayers, especially seniors,
do not relish-coming off the
bom h
Wissman came off the
bench against Miami and got
the Falcons an important
lead with one of his patented
HO-foot
howitzers
Wednesday night he hooped four
points and did an excellent
job on James McElroy in the
Falcons 65-56 overtime win

do his specialty-coming off
the bench-when the Falcons
entertain Kent State in a
7:30 MAC game at "Haley's
House of Hoops "

over Central Michigan
Wissman sports a meager
four-point scoring average
But the points take a second
place to his invaluable court
experience, as well as the
stability he renders in the
erractic BG backcourt
Tomorrow night Wissman
will have another chance to

first conference win.
Bradley Robinson, a 6 7
strongman, is peeling off
missed shots at a 15.8 clip.
He will be supported in the
lineup by flashy backcourt
ace Ricky Gates along with
forwards Fred Walker and
Randy Capien.

KENT STATE, 7-6 on the
year, will unleash the MAC'S
top boardman when they try
to capture their season's

s PORTS
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Young Falcons battle Findlay
A 25 point victory and the
coach still isn't satisfied
"I was pleased with our
■hooting," said .IV cage
mentor Hick Schneider after
Wednesday nights 10176
win over Defiance

sidelines

during

Wednesday's

65-56

more offensive movement in
the contest
After Wednesday night s
romp. Schneider singled out
Dan Hipsher. Dave Sutton
and Steve Lamb lor their
line pla\

But there was Ion much
individualism out there, and
we didn't play as a team
both
on
offense
and
defense, he added
The young Falcons will be
out to capture their fourth
victory of the season at 5 30
pin tomorrow when they

Cooch Pot Holey directi the Falcons from the
overtime

victory over Central Michigan. It was the Falcons'

point.
15-rebound
performance
"I can't say anything but
good
about
Sutton
He
doesn't get a lot of playing
time, but he shoots and
rebounds well and always
seems to be in the action.''
said Schneider
Lamb, who has seen considerable action in the past
two games, was praised by
his coach as one of the
team's top shooters
He's starting to get his
confidence
now."
stated
Schneider about the S'l"
freshman

meet the Findlay College
JV sat Anderson Arena
The JV coach is hoping for
improved defensive play and

By Dick Rees
Staff Writer

Hipsher had a (real
game He s our best scoter
but hi' - also a wry Rood all
around player,
remarked
Schneider after the 6'6
freshman look over both the
team s
scoring
and
rebounding lead with a 24

The young Falcons lost
subs Reggie Harris, who
dropped out of school, and
Hank
Stephens,
who is
sidelined indefinitely with
hepatitis

second league win against one loss. (Newsphoto
by Joseph Glick)

The race...

Tankers even slate;
meet Irish tonight
B) Dick Kees
Stall Writer

There's no test or
relaxation lot roach loin
Stubbs MI
iers .is lite)
travel to Notre Dame loda)
tot ,i 7 p m meet
Bowling (irecn posted a
70-43 victory at Ashland
Wednesday evening
Tile
Kal< otl
t.lllkrl s
captured lite lust event ol
the meet and il was all
Bowling
(It con as
Bli
racked up lust places ill the
next tin IT events to take a
commanding edge
Joe hlebowski won his
16th
conseinine
50 yard
freest} Ic i ace in a lime ol
22 3,
and
Dave
Hylaml
continued in- winning ways
in
copping the 500-yard
Irecstylc in i os 2
FRESHMAN Hob Kills
garnered two second place
finishes, and lie.in \ckron

MAC
w-L
3-0

Overall
W I.
8-5

anothet freshman, won the
200 yard
butterfly
and
[inished
third
in
the

Team
Ohio

Bowling Green

M

8-4

imin idii.il medley

Toledo
Western Michigan
Central Michigan

2-1
1-1
1-1

10-3
7-5
7-6

.0-2
0-3

76
4-8

Our freshmen swam well
once again
said Falcon
coach Stuhbs
Looking
at
tonight s
encounter Slublis said. "It
could bo decided in the
diving events again
Both
teams ate about even, but
we'll
need
good
performances
from
everybody to vun
Stuhbs still is hoping to
shore
up
the
200-yard
individual medley and the
200-yard backstroke, which
ate the Falcons weak spots
along with diving
li Hill Bradburn keeps
improving, the backstroke
event
will
look
a
lot
sli otigci
said Stuhbs
The win ovet Ashland put
the teams' i ecord at - 2
with the rougher part ol 11s
schedule ahead

Kent State
Miami

Jon
Derryberry
has
replaced Harris on the JV
roster and has impressed
Schneider with his attitude
and hustle

***************

WE HAVE:;
8 00 am 8:00 p.m «
8:00 a m 6 p.m *

1 CONVENIENT PARKING
MODERATE PRICES
■ SHIRTS
Boxed or on Hangers

DECORATOR FOLDS
On your quality Drapes

8-BALL BILLIARDS
DOUBLES LEAGUE

_

TWO-PERSON TEAMS - 7 WEEKS

'Scan'

Attempting to slop Scanlan are Ben Poquelle (50) and Jim
(421

COLD BEER

$3.50/TEAM

(Newsphoto by Joseph Glick)

TROPHY TO WINNER & RUNNER-UP
SIGN UP AT UAO OFFICE

Fine Tunes

in a sit-in Jam Session 3:30-6 p.m.
Evening Performance 8 - Midnight
• Monday - Spring Fever •

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
MERCER RD. at Clough St.

Now Accepting Lease Applications
For June and September

w

*
**************

The Den has the official Balfour B.G.S.U. class ring
The Den can print "T"s and Jerseys in all the colors imaginable
while you wait (2 machines)
The Den has all the Greek lavoliers — rings — bracelets — etc.
The Den has the Balfour franchise of all Greek national badges

WINNER INVITED TO REPRESENT BG
AT REGIONAL TOURNEY AT KENT

Friday & Saturday

BILL STRICKLAND TRIO

IONG S

DID YOU KNOW?

SAT., JAN. 26 -1:00 P.M.
ENTRY FEE-M.50

LIVE MUSIC-7 NITES A WEEK

Sunday

S1.75/PERSON

UAO 14-1 BILLIARDS TOURNEY

BOOZE

RALPH THE MOOSE

NAPOltON to

*
*
*
*
*Jr

SIGN UP AT UAO OFFICE

effort to score two points against the Chippawa defense.
Helmink

i

PAGLIAIS PIZZA:

]

Due to the energy crisis, j
there is a 15$ delivery j
charge instead of raising all
our prices.

ALL THIS AND MORE
ONLY AT

THE DEN

For Life that's more than just living,
get acquainted with Jesus Christ!

CHRIST THE SAVIOR EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH
252 S. Mam St., Bowling Green
M« norm* *oo an

SM*T

Sdm «x nit cuu Ml uk

For personal counsel see
John Alan Krueger, Pastor
805 Klotz Road, Phone 352-3545
Or Call CHRISTLINE, 352-0379

Married Couples and Mature Singles -12 mo. leases
Group Rates for
9 & 12-month leases

S. SIDE SIX
DOCTOR PEPPER a PACK

Featuring:
2 b.r. spacious apts. w. balcony. Excellent sound control, heating, cooking, & airconditioning, cablevision included in rent. Quality furniture, limited number of
lakeside apts. available.

Call 352-0164
M W F 1-5 p.m.

A

c£

16 0Z.790 PLUS DEPOSIT
£00*

Wop-*
ft

r fe'"»

Tft£ ofC 700ft *HosS ..RUM !

*
*
*
*
*
*

C I E A IN r l> s

U0E. Napoleon
353-8212

PLAY STARTS WED., JAN. 23 - 7:00 P.M.
Bowling Green s Brian Scanlan drives through a crowd in an

*

at out tiont door

Tomorrow
Kent Slate at Bowling Green 7:30 p.m.
Western Michigan at Ohio
Miami at Central Michigan
Wisconsin-Green Bay at Toledo

HOWARD'S

For appointment to see

*

GREAT HOURS
Mon. Fn
Sat

offer good through Jan. 27,1974

737 S. MAIN

